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by
Mark McNicholas

“What’s so funny ‘bout peace,
love and understanding?”.
- Elvis Costello
I am not a betting man. Other than a brief flirtation
with Channel 4 racing to wile away a “free” afternoon
during my university days and now the odd tenner
(each-way, naturally) on The National, the gambling
bug has never bitten me. Not withstanding this I
would happily stake my house on the above song
not making it on to the personal playlist of either
Donald Trump or Kim Jong Un.
A number of the articles in this edition of Quorum
will focus upon the art of understanding – thankfully
from the position of a director and not a president.
I consider that the quality of understanding is core
to what makes an effective director. The ability to
rise above the detail, without ignoring it; to identify
underlying trends and explore possible reasons
for these; to be able to relate to seemingly quite
different pieces of information and explore possibly
useful linkages between them and to learn lessons
from the past with an open mind without being
hooked on “this is how it has always been done”.
Closer to home and thankfully less threatening
than a possible nuclear war, many of us have
been consumed by the release of the so called
Paradise Papers and the ongoing debate that had
ensued. I think that there is a danger for us who
are closely linked to the offshore finance sector
to simply dismiss this outright as “inaccurate”,
“salacious” and “one-sided” and thereby not
taking this opportunity to consider how this may
be affecting the thinking of those closely aligned to
our respective businesses. To better understand
how our customers, suppliers and shareholders

The old adage that no publicity is bad publicity
does not always hold true.
Our first article in this edition is from Nicholas Laugier
at Georgeson and follows on from his excellent
presentation at our CPD session in September.
Nick’s article focuses upon the importance of board
directors engaging with and understanding their
shareholder base. The “message” is not to treat
shareholders as an homogenous group.
Our second article is from Gavin Wilkins at Minerva
and offers an interesting assessment of the various
methods of capital raising but with an insightful
take on the Asian markets approach to this subject.
Gavin’s article also covers the potential exit options
for business owners. This piece is particularly
relevant given the almost daily coverage in the
financial press on the “battle” between London and
New York for the prize of hosting the potential IPO
of the Saudi state-owned oil company, Aramco.
The final article if from our own Gayle Swanson
and covers another vital quality of being an
effective director, communication. Gayle had
recently delivered a presentation at the Jersey
International Business School on this very subject.
It may be wishful thinking on my behalf but the
abovementioned world leader and avid member of
the Twitterati could do worse than taking some time
out to read Gayle’s commentary.
A reminder to all members to keep up to date
with forthcoming events (including CPD sessions)
and articles via the website and Linkedin pages. I
would also take this opportunity to remind you of
the JADO drinks reception at the Museum on the
12th December.
This concludes the edition. I would like to thank all
our contributors to this newsletter and once again
thanks to Scott Graphics for their assistance in
getting this to print.

Over-boarding, tenure, board and committee
levels of attendance, cross-directorships,
and a lack of board independence are just
some of the many reasons Directors could
receive a negative vote at an Annual General
Meeting.
Over the last three voting seasons Georgeson
has seen a 322% increase in the number of
directors receiving more than 10% of votes
against their election among FTSE 100
companies.

Activism vs. Active
Ownership: The importance
of shareholder engagement
by
Nick Laugier

Senior Account
Manager Corporate Advisory
Georgeson

Georgeson specialises in
engaging with shareholders (both
institutional and retail) on behalf
of listed clients and shareholder
activists. Our clients span mega
and micro caps, and often the
most acrimonious fights occur
at the lower end of the index.
‘Activism’ is a catch-all that often
gets bandied about in the financial
press and sparks an undue level
of interest. A great deal of column
inches are dedicated towards
trends, whether ‘activism’ is
increasing as well as the size
and scope of the businesses
that are being targeted.
Something the trends
sometimes fail to capture
are the number of behindthe-scenes engagements
that are ultimately
resolved amicably.
One trend that we feel does not get
enough of the limelight is the move
from the classic US-style corporate
raider seeking Board control for a
nominal stake, towards ‘active ownership’
by investors with a predominantly long-term
investment horizon. The Carl Icahns of this
world will always exist as long as companies
fail to deliver; the real emerging trend in
Activism is one of ‘Active Ownership’.

Let’s take the example of a large US index
manager. They may have many billions of
dollars invested through funds that have
no choice but to hold the stock. Granted,
weightings can be adjusted to diminish
the impact of an underperforming stock
within a FTSE100 tracker fund, many index
fund providers find themselves having little
recourse to management other than to
express their dissatisfaction via the blunt
instrument of a proxy ballot. Corporate
Governance has been described elsewhere
(by an index-fund manager) as ‘the seat belt
and air bag’ of a listed company, conjuring
the image of an accidents waiting to happen.
‘Governance is screen wash’ might be a more
apt analogy. Sometimes seen by Directors as
routine, annoying, or inconvenient, without it
your corporate path may not be transparent;
you can’t see behind you; you could drive
your governance Prius off the road; you can
water your governance screen wash down
but it won’t be as good as the real thing.

In 2015 only nine directors received over
10% oppose vote, while this increased to
19 directors in 2016 and 38 directors in
2017.
The other side of ‘Active Ownership’ is a
clear drive by investors to ‘look busy’. With
Theresa May’s government making overtures
to tighten up rules surrounding executive pay
and bring in more cumbersome regulation
of the industry, Asset Managers such as
Blackrock started 2017 with an open letter
to the FTSE350’s chairmen heralding
what many expected to be a year of AGMday scalps. Clearly, the industry wants to
maintain the status quo and demonstrate an
ability to self-regulate.
So how does ‘Active Ownership’ manifest
itself? Certainly, the mandatory index-fund
investors express themselves via the proxy
ballot. Remuneration has become largely
prosaic, other than when reaching the lofty
heights of certain FTSE 100 stalwarts. We
are seeing more and more independent nonexecutive directors are being targeted often
for reasons some may view as a box ticking
exercise.

The only director election to fail across
the FTSE 350 during the 2017 AGM
season was reversed by the Board: at
Centamin the proposal to re-elect one
non-executive director only received
a 34.9% vote in favour, but the Board
nonetheless re-appointed him after the
AGM.
The shareholder revolt against executive pay
in the UK appears to have calmed, with the
number of remuneration report votes being
contested by more than 10% of those voting
falling by 28% compared to last year and

representing an overall reduction since 2015.
In continental Europe we have seen a 205%
increase in remuneration-related proposals
that faced more than 10% opposition among
voting shareholders at CAC 40 company
AGMs. Increases were also recorded in
Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Italy
and Spain.
The reasons all companies should be actively
engaging around their AGM are self-evident.
Your Board needs to know what to expect. If

you don’t know what’s coming at your AGM
the tangible damage that could be done
should one of your directors fail to be reelected or your remuneration policy fail should
not be underestimated. For the millions spent
developing corporate reputation, messaging
and investment case, why issuers would
leave a shareholder meeting to chance defies
logic.
For more information email:
nicholas.laugier@georgeson.com
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Forewarned is forearmed -

but none of us can predict the future!
by
Gavin Wilkins

Client Relationship
Director
Minerva Trust &
Corporate Services Ltd

The last twelve months have
provided us with more than their
fair share of surprises. It is hard
to believe that less that eighteen
months ago there was no Brexit,
there was no President Trump
and there was a majority UK
government. Are we in a better
or a worse position than we were
back then? Who knows!
And how do we respond in the face of all
this uncertainty? That’s easy. We get on
with life and we get on with growing our
businesses. Life goes on. The future will
unfold and give up its secrets and in the
meantime companies will be born, nurtured,
financed and acquired. Money will be raised,
exits will happen and the London markets
will welcome new Asian companies to their
ranks.
Whilst none of us can predict the future, we
can do our best to make sure that we have
evaluated our business and financial plans to
ensure that we can be as nimble as possible
and put ourselves in the best possible
position to be able to react quickly to
whatever changes 2018 may have in store for
us. It is more important than ever to ensure
that business and private wealth structures
are as robust and future proof as possible.
So against that backdrop - it seems an
opportune time to reflect on some of the
options and key planning aspects that may
feature in the minds of a growing Asian
business and its founders........
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Raising capital, exit
opportunities, debt versus
equity and M&A versus IPO
Growth and exit strategies will need to be
adapted to changing circumstances - as will
the financing models which underpin them.
What are some of the options?
Fairly obviously, in straightforward cases,
if debt can be raised on reasonable
commercial terms then that may prove to
be a straightforward option. In the current
low interest environment, debt is likely to
be cheaper than equity. However, it may
be difficult for a growing business to secure
sufficient debt, particularly if it is already
highly geared or where near term cash flows
are delicately balanced or being recycled
back into the business to sustain growth
rates. The risk models applied within the
banking sector may also prove prohibitive.
Equally obviously, debt financing does not
provide any sort of exit for business founders
and neither does it serve to enhance the
profile of the business.
Attracting capital from a fund or private equity
house is another option. This can provide
a partial exit for the business owner and
provide significant capital uplift on the shares
which are retained. A private equity investor
can also inject significant management
expertise and provide valuable experience
and know-how with implementing enhanced
governance frameworks, working to improve
margins, increasing the quality of earnings
and implementing any required restructuring.
The flip side of that of course is that private
equity investors are quite rightly demanding
of their investments and very much focused
on their own future exit strategy. For a
hands-on owner managed business this
might occasionally make for a rocky road losing control of their own destiny and losing
autonomy. In certain circumstances, there is
also a risk that the culture of the business may
change quite significantly during the tenure of
a private equity backer. In a service orientated

business for example, pressure on margins
and chargeable time coupled with the risk
of starting to see customer relationships in
numbers rather than as people can arguably
lead to erosion of customer goodwill and
increased staff turnover.
More often than not, private equity investment
will be part of an overall journey - fuelling
rapid business growth with a view to a more
substantial exit event in the future. This
journey may include either a strategic sale or
a flotation on an international stock market perhaps even a combination of both.

Interest in M&A deals remains strong in
many parts of Asia. This may be particularly
true of the Vietnamese M&A market which
is arguably one of the more attractive
jurisdictions for foreign inward investment.
This is as true for both Western investment,
despite perceived challenges such as Brexit
and the US withdrawal from the TransPacific
Partnership Agreement, as it is for investment
from within Asia itself. For example, one driver
of inbound M&A/general FDI into the market
is corporate Japan which remains focused
on outbound deployment of capital. This has

liquidity for existing and future shareholders
and/or enhancing profile internationally. So
long as the company meets the minimum
free float norms applied by their chosen
stock exchange, then the business owners
can achieve a partial exit without necessarily
having to give up control of the business.
Some businesses have been able to achieve
significant valuation uplifts on IPO. Indeed
some of the P/E multiples can be very high
indeed - too high in some cases. Ultimately,
whilst an IPO may involve a partial exit for
the founders, it should be about a future
growth story - the start of something rather
than the end of it. Those who focus on the
future by ensuring that the IPO represents
good value for new investors, that there is a
strong management team in place and that
the quality of earnings is as good as it can
be are much more likely to achieve a positive
result both on IPO and over the long term.
Floating on a stock market takes time and
preparation and a successful IPO candidate
must demonstrate earnings quality, strong
corporate governance and long-term value
for investors. Some private companies will
have more work to do than others to prepare
themselves.
Strengthening
corporate
governance regimes and becoming investor
ready can be demanding and management
will need to plan carefully to minimise
bandwidth strain. A strong CFO is a vital
ingredient in the mix.

A strategic buyer may well be looking to
secure a controlling stake in the business.
Again, that may be an uncomfortable
situation in an owner managed situation or
one where the business has been closely
held since inception. This may be particularly
acute in the case of a family owned enterprise
which has been nurtured and developed over
several generations - a topic we’ll come back
to later.

seen Japanese manufacturing companies
setting up manufacturing plants in Vietnam to
service Asia and other international markets.
The demand is sufficient that Sumitomo
Corp has set up industrial parks in Vietnam
targeting Japanese manufacturers in order to
make it easy for them to set up factories.
For many businesses, listing on an
international stock exchange can provide an
effective platform for raising capital, creating

Whilst it may be hard work, it is clearly worth
the effort. An IPO on an international market
can provide significant additional profile for
the business thereby enhancing its ability
to secure international contracts, opening
up new markets and potentially providing a
competitive advantage over privately held
peers. One example of this may be the ability
to attract and retain staff as a listed business
- not just because of enhanced profile but
also because it is possible to establish share
incentive schemes such as ESOPs or EBTs
as a tool for goal congruence with a reference
to quoted company shares.

It also goes without saying that life as a
public company is just that - public. Markets
need to be kept abreast of new contracts and
developments and the business will need to
ensure it is transparent in its financial affairs.
In some cases this may mean intimate details
of commercial deals will be made public.
Ultimately though, engaging with the market
is another key ingredient for success and I
can’t really put it better than my good friend
Robin Stevens from Crowe Clarke Whitehill
when he says “invest in the market and the
market will invest in you”.

The IPO route - choosing
the exchange and the use
of international holding
companies

At the end of the
day, the goals are simple:
safety and security
Jodi Rell
If the management team choose to IPO
then one of the first considerations will be
choosing the stock exchange best suited for
their business. At the highest level, the main
choice of listing venue is normally set by a
company’s geographic spread of operations
and management’s growth aspirations.
A company which has little or no activity
outside of its national borders, and which is
unlikely to expand further, either organically
or by acquisition, is most likely best suited
by admission to a stock exchange in its
home jurisdiction.
For companies which have built a strong
position in their home market and have
realistic ambitions for future international
growth, then admission to an internationally
focused market can have clear advantages
over a local stock exchange leading to a
higher valuation, more liquidity and a greater
profile.

5

Forewarned is forearmed continued...
There is a strong track record of Asian
businesses listing on London markets. Access
to deep pools of capital and enhanced profile
are key ingredients for any growth business
with an international strategy and a London
listing can provide both of these. Whether
NEX Exchange, AIM or the Main Market
is appropriate will depend on the specific
circumstances of a particular company, but
London can provide flexibility and choice.
Asian growth businesses continue to capture
the imagination and interest of international
investors and I can’t see that changing
significantly any time soon.
Many companies will choose to form an
international holding company for the purpose
of listing. One thing we have seen in recent
times is a greater emphasis on the selection
criteria for the holding company jurisdiction.
The “balance sheet” of the territory is an
important consideration as emphasised,
for example, by the recent unfortunate
difficulties which impacted Cyprus holding
companies. This was of particular concern
for Indian focused funds with debt structures
established in Cyprus.
For Asian businesses looking to list on the
London markets, Jersey has emerged as a
clear favourite where an offshore company
is required. Why is this? Firstly, Jersey has a
proven track record for listing purposes and
is geographically very close to London. It is
politically stable and AA- rated by Standard
and Poor’s. The OECD rates Jersey highly
as a co-operative international finance
centre. More importantly perhaps, investors
are comfortable with Jersey and the
governance standards and infrastructures
which are in place. Investors in London
listed Jersey incorporated companies are
protected by the UK takeover code and the
companies’ shares can be traded without
the need for depositary instruments, unlike
many overseas jurisdictions. Ultimately
this contributes to the chances of the IPO
successfully raising the funds required from
investors. Jersey companies are listed on all
of the major global markets and, in terms of
London, Minerva has assisted with listings
on the London Main Market, AIM and NEX
Exchange.

Planning ahead - both for the
business and its founders
The planning process is clearly fundamental
to the success of either an M&A transaction
or an IPO. Getting that planning right will
mean that the process will run much more
smoothly and efficiently once everything

6

gets underway. In respect of the business,
this may require consideration of the existing
capital structure, incorporation of an offshore
holding company, exit of non-core activities,
intra-group arrangements, business plans,
enhanced governance structures and
managerial bandwidth.
Where a full or partial exit is envisaged,
either by virtue of the transaction itself or
at a later date, then the business owners
should already be thinking ahead in terms
of their own wealth planning and succession
arrangements. This will require careful
consideration and will be influenced by
many factors including the timing of the exit,
the extent of future growth projections, the
geographical spread of the organisation,
business owners and their families and any
wider assets that may be incorporated into a
family wealth structure. There is no one-cap
fits all approach - families just don’t work like
that!
In some cases, it may be the time to start
thinking about establishing a fully fledged
family office. Indeed, Michael Prahl, Executive
Director of INSEAD has previously predicted
that the number of family offices in Asia and
the Middle East will more than double to
about 400 over the next eight years. Whilst
that may be true, the overall net worth above
which it is worthwhile considering a fully
blown family office is not inconsiderable and it
is likely only to be viable for the most wealthy
of families. Irrespective of net worth, a true
single or multi-family office arrangement
may be overkill for many families - there is
after all no point trying to open a nut with a
sledgehammer! But the good news is that
there are plenty of alternatives.
Discretionary trusts have for some time
proved popular in succession planning for
Asian families holding overseas assets. It is
normal for a discretionary trust to include
extensive powers and this means that it can
hold a very wide range of assets, including
the shares of a family business. Since Asian
family assets very often include significant
privately held businesses, typically built up
over several generations, then it is unsurprising
that discretionary trusts are an ideal solution.
The international and progressive nature of
modern Asian families can, in some cases,
cause a degree of “generational dislocation”
between those who have built the family
business and their internationally active
offspring who may be more remote from
the business or less interested in playing an
active role in the future. Indeed, this can be
a key driver for exit in itself. Considerations
of this nature are not uncommon in the
deliberations of an Asian family in selecting
the optimum structure for their succession
planning needs.

Practically, the provisions of a discretionary
trust typically afford considerable flexibility
in terms of the trustee’s powers in relation
to beneficiaries and are often sufficient to
manage these concerns.
In certain circumstances, it may be desirable
for a family member or advisor to have greater
input in the direction of the trust structure
in future years. One way that this can be
accommodated is through the creation of
a Private Trust Company (PTC) to act as
trustee to the trust and this is a mechanism
which has been employed by Asian families.
In these scenarios, the PTC usually takes the
form of a Limited Liability Company and often
the family members or trusted advisers are
appointed to the board.
Whatever the structure ends up looking like,
the planning phase should also consider
carefully the jurisdiction in which the
structure is to be established. This is likely
to include the flexibility of the prevailing laws
and regulations alongside the security and
stability of the jurisdiction. Asset protection
can often be a key driver alongside additional
security against domestic economic or
political uncertainty or currency volatility.
Applicable restrictions or permissible
schemes and domestic rules must also be
considered, for example the Liberalised
Remittance or Overseas Direct Investment
Schemes in the case of Indian families.

Concluding Remarks

Feeling lost,
crazy and desperate
belongs to a good
life as much as
optimism, certainty
and reason.

Communication:

the most important key to
leadership success – the past,
the present, the future

by
Gayle Swanson

Funds Director
Link Asset Services

I was delighted to be part of
Jersey International Business
School’s Leadership Conference
this year. I pondered for a number
of weeks on my topic and did
my research and asked myself
‘what is the most important key to
leadership success?’
Theories tell us there are five basic functions of
management; leading, planning, organising,
staffing and controlling. But what brings all
these functions together? Communication.
A recent study suggested that many of us
spend 70 to 80% of our waking hours in
some form of communication. Of that time
we spend approximately: 9% writing; 16%
reading; 30% speaking and 45% listening.
Given the time we spend communicating
we don’t always get it right. No matter how

powerful your message may be or how
competent you are, if you can’t clearly
communicate to your audience you will never
reach your maximum level of leadership
success.
What communication secrets can we learn
from the great leaders in history? Take
for example Winston Churchill who was
renowned for his inspirational speeches.
They were simple but had precise language,
which resulted in speeches that all could
understand and people could identify with
him and trust his vision. Crossing the pond
now, and before 26 September 1960 many did
not know the senator from Massachusetts.
That evening in front of 75 million viewers
John F Kennedy created history and took
on Nixon and won the debate. Many say it
was not what Nixon said but how Kennedy
spoke and connected with his audience with
authenticity and passion.
We now find ourselves in the digital revolution
and how we communicate is evolving. Has
this digital revolution created a soft skills
deficiency within industry, particularly with
the younger team members? Is this problem
going to get worse as technology plays a
greater part in our everyday lives? Are we
losing the art of communication?

Companies strive to become more innovative
and create an environment where the
talented want to work and develop. The
younger generation, in particular millennials,
are technologically savvy yet their ability
to build relationships and collaborate with
colleagues is often not as advanced as their
older colleagues. Millennials have grown
up with social media and texting is now the
preferred platform for communication. In
balance, one skill-set older employees are
often lacking is the ability to understand and
embrace new technology.
The internet has changed business
development forever. It has given teams,
clients, and potential clients, information
at their fingertips. Clear communication,
however, is as important as it has ever
been, this is the key differentiator. The best
leaders motivate and inspire through clear
communication, they inspire teams who want
to follow their lead.

No one ever became
a great leader without
first becoming a great
communicator.

Alain de Botton
So, on that note, it seems fitting to conclude as
I began... that is to say that in these uncertain
times we should expect the unexpected, take
time to evaluate our business plans and put
ourselves in the position that we can be as
nimble, adaptable and future proof as we can
possibly be. I wish everyone a prosperous
2018 and every success both in business
and at home!
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NAME: Adrian Galvin
PLACE OF BIRTH: New Zealand

Q
A
Q
A

Q
A

Present occupation?
Director / Project Manager for MasonBreese.

?

Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A

Professional resume?
Started as a Bank Officer then a sheep shearer to fund the
university years studying accountancy at Otago University
in Dunedin, NZ. Performed management accountancy
roles for a NZ bakery then Macraes Flat Goldmine. Move
to London in 1998 doing accountancy and project related
work in the finance sector. Was offered a role in Jersey
per below for what we thought a two year stint on the way
back to NZ but have not managed to find the track back
down under as yet.
When and what brought you to Jersey?

Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q

Head of Management Information role at Standard Bank
back in January 2009.

A

3 things that help you relax?
Counting sheep, running and cycling.
3 things that keep you awake at night?
When there are no sheep to count, the neighbour snoring
(through the wall), the kids.
5 ideal dinner guests?
Van Morrison, Vernon Breese, Van Halen, Van Gogh, Victor
Hugo – all quite inspirational in their own way!!
Favourite book?
Legacy by James Kerr – a must read that goes into the
heart of the world’s most successful sporting team, the
legendary All Blacks of New Zealand, to reveal 15 powerful
and practical lessons for leadership and business.
Favourite film?
Good Bye Pork Pie.
Saturday night song?
Wavelength (Van Morrison).
Sunday morning song?
Tuff Enuff (Doug and the Slugs).
3 Things to take with
you to a desert island?
Fishing rod, surfboard and a good book.

CPD Future Events
Details of the Association’s 2017 CPD
programme can be found on the website

www.jado.je

For more details please contact Aimee
Maskell, at aimee@amtopmsecretarial.com

An Introduction to Your Committee

Chair
Deputy Chair
Zoe Dixon-Smith Gayle Swanson

International
Relations
Vernon Breese

Secretary
Aimee Maskell

Treasurer
Adrian Galvin

Legal Counsel
Mark Chambers

Editor of
Quorum
Mark McNicholas

Contacts
Technical
Adviser
Philip Pirecki
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Training &
Education
Trina Channing

Memberships
Andrew Mason

Marketing &
Social Media
Charlotte Gill

Website
Johnny
O’Sullivan

Technical/Legal
Katy Millington

Zoe Dixon-Smith, Chair
email zoe.dixonsmith@minerva-trust.com
Aimee Maskell, Secretary
email aimee@amtopmsecretarial.com

